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Process 

As A DESI(;NEH, I am much better ac 'ynrh""'is chZtn .ln~ly'>ts, 'o I 
alll <;hort 011 goocl rheorie~ .:tbout cle~igning imeracriom, bm I c:tn 

tell you in pr:~cticc how I do it. To finish my .\tory, lwrc' i-; ·' 
description of the process th::tc I have l:volvn\ tor cksignin!o! 
interactions. working with my colleagues .1s ,, cotmmtnity o( 

pr;)ctitioners. I luve done my be~t ro t:).;plain \vhy intcr,tctJllll 

cle~tgn exi>t<;, .:tnd how inter:~crion de~i~;?:nc:rs conrribuce ro the 

dewlopnwnc proct~s. I h:.~vc: ,t,ltr::d my bL·liet' rh:~c if' you .m: [.:O:<•i ng 

to cr<!ate good designs, you fir~t h.tw ro undersund 1wople· wh-tt 

they need, w.HH and enjoy, :1s well .1~ how rhcy rhlllk :1nd behave. 
I t:t!ked about my conviction rhar the practrcl' of ck·-;igning 

inrcracrions is enabled by procotyping. rhar we arriw ar gond 

dt:sigm by prototyping e;!rly and ottc'n. by trying out idl·~" .1~ 

quickly :~nd tl·cquc:mly a~ po~siblc. and by r:~king them ro the u~cr~ 

for respome~ :1nd evalu::~nom. 
I~ this focus on people and prowrypt-s enough; Can we rely 

on ju~t rlw,;c r\vo 'in1ple- str.negies to crc:wc excellent dc~1gn~? l 'm 
:~fi·:~H:l. nor, ao; the constr:~int~ will co111e trom tlw full contc:'t of rht· 

design problem, not JUst the people. Even so, .1 focw; 011 rlw 
pc:opk is imporr:mt enough w be rht· bt· ~r pl.lcc ro \t,n-r ;:11d i~ 

p:trucularly valuable when we are clcstgning ~olnctlling n<:"w: tf' \\·e 

an· dc>lt',lllllg" m·w version of o;otnL·thmg th~r :~lrc:~dy cxisrs. we 

h.we to be sure th;\r wc: ha\'e a ti.r!l under.\undmg: of the: ··,ur,· \ll. 

the ,m" ·rhe constr,liiH' that defined th\." previous result. 



The keywords of 

eople and prototypes" 

re needed most when 

movation is the only 

possibility. 

Designir.signing Something New 

ThE KEYWORDS KEYWORDS OF "people and prototypes" are needed most when 
you want to · want to design something that has no precedent, wher 
innovation is tbvation is the only possibility. The essential 6rst step w ill be to 
start from un< from understanding the latent needs and desires of the 
people w ho wole w ho w ill use the design. You are not just design ing fo r the 
average personage person either; you will need to understand the v iewpoints 

of the full ranre full range of people who will interact with the outcom e, 
from the slowe1 the slowest to the fastest, the most naive to the most expert, 
and the least e the least experienced to the most fluent. They will probably 
be surprisingl-surprisingly different from you, so it will only be by 

understanding erstanding them that you can avoid the trap of designing for 

yourself. :self. 
The conteThe context of the design problem is not j ust the people.You 

will need to ur need to understand as much as possible about everything th:tt 
w ill affect the saffect the solution: what it is for, how it will work, how much 
it will cost, an ill cost, and so on . Each of the team members will need to 

listen and learm and learn from all of the o ther experts to 6nd out as much 
as they can ab,tey can about the context in a short first burst of discovery, 
but without wwithout worrying about not understanding everything. 

You, that You, that is, the collective " team you," will need to stop 

researching anarching and let your tacit understanding of the problem help 
you come up ' come up w ith design ideas, creative leaps, and firs t solutions. 

Prototype as <otype as quickly and roughly as possible, just enough to 
communicate llnunicate each concept to one anothe r. Then evaluate the 
designs. They <3ns. They are most likely really bad solutions, so try again. Tf 
the ideas seer ideas seem a little better next time, you can make the 
prototypes a biotypes a bit more descriptive. Perhaps the evaluation this time 
will be w ith erbe with end users as well as your peers. That will probably be 

a shock: "Wruock: "Why don 't they think more like me?" Try again ' 
Prototype earl)otype early and often, making each iterative step a little more 
realistic but mstic but minimizing the time and effort invested each time, 

relying instead ng instead on the learning that feeds your subconscious each 
time you try. A you try. At some point you will know that you have arrived 

at a good desi1good design, both from your shared intuitive j udgment and 
from the way b. the way the people who are evaluating your attempts react. 
When their resen their response changes from critique to involvement in the 
result, you canlt, you can start to hope that you are on the right track. 



Designing a New Version 

IF YOU ARE designing a new version o f something that already 
exists, "state of the art" is the most useful starting point. The 
chance to set a precedent w ith something completely new is rare. 

In most cases you are designing a new version of something that 

is already there, so you can research what has been done before, 

learn the lessons from previous attempts , discover guiding 

principles, and extract knowledge from the precedents. There is 

design wisdom out there, but it takes time to shake out. 

Thinking about the people that will use the design is just as 

important, and the process of working through iterative versions 

of your solution with prototypes and evaluation will still be the 

best and fastest way to get to a good design. The difference is that 

you need to spend more time and effort understanding what has 
already been done in the firSt place, so that you are building on 

the state of the art rather than trying to reinvent solutions that 

others have developed before. The research phase that comes 

before the fmt design solution or creative leap must be thorough; 

your team must catch up with everything that has already been 

done. 
Look at the competition, try the previous designs, research 

the literature, understand the design principles, compare and 

criticize alternative versions, get to the point that your shared 

mind is so full of the existing designs that you can drop them back 

into your subconscious, and know that whatever you come up 

with will automatically build on the past. Once you have reached 

that state, you can move back into the iterative design process of 

thinking about other people, coming up with an idea, building a 

protorype, and trying it out. 

I hope that this book is in itself a good summary of the state 
of the art for designing interactions and that the collection of 

interviews will help you discover relevant constraints for your 

design contexts. When I look back at the material, I am conscious 

that it takes time to establish a state of the art. The chapter about 

designing services has very little in the way of notes referring to 

If you are designing 

a new version of something 

that already exists, 

"state of the art" 

is the most useful 

starting point. 
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well-established principle;; and kno\.vledge of the subject, because 
;'It time of writing, technology-enabled ~ervice~ ·ne only ju~t 
emerging as Jn opportuni ty .uea tor interaction design . 

In contrast to services, the de<:~gn of the person::d computer 

has h:~d rime to mJtllre, ::md there .1re plenty examples of well

expressed explicit knowledge on the subjecr. T he first two 

chapters tell stories of the emngt:-1Ke of the dominant dc-s1gm for 

personal computing, through the accounts of :1 few of the people 

involved. The state of the art for design1ng imcracrions with 
personal computers ha.; been developed by many more people 

than these. There has been time <.ince the cre;nive confi1sion of rhe 

origin;~ I invention ro articulate the user interf.1ce design principle' 

clearly and simply. Take, for example, the work of Dru ce 

Tognazzini, who has explained ''Th e Fm t Principles of 

lmerKtion Design," by li ~ting twenry-rwo principles o n his Wt"b 
sir r:- . 1 ~ l1n1r~ rounded rhe Hum;~n Interface Group :1t Apple, 

where he wrote ~nd performed for the video "WorldBuilder"

cxpoundiog rhe design principles for Macintosh softwJ re . H e 

went on co Sun and is now with rhe Nid~en Norman Group? 0 

He h::~~ publi~hed two boob10 o n interacno n de~1gn , m~king h1 m 

a "mu~r read " for any designer who wants to work on screen 

bdlJvior~ tor deskrops. Tim set of d esign principles and 

consrrJinrs i~ wonderful for u~ now, but it rook a long rime to 

:~rticulare after rhe original innovation .1chieved by Larry Te~ler 
.m el Bill Atkinson _ And. by the wJy. rhe o rher members of rh t 
Nielsen Norman Group h.lVe done a lot to clar ity rhe constraint<. 

of inn:raction design . j;1kob Nielsen i' known JS the guru of Web 

page u~ab1lity, and Don Nornw1 ha<. done wonderful work 

bring1ng an awarene~" of us~bility issues to the design of objects 

borh physical ,md digir~1l , fi-om ''The P<.ycboloe,')' o f Everyday 
Thin~"' ·· J I to ''Emorion.1l De,ign." 3~ 

T hese .ue just a few of rhe lumin,1ri es w ho have he lped 

designer~. and rhose people who are affected by the designs, to 

unde rsr;'lnd lllo re about the new comtr:tims of d e.<; igning 

inreractions. Their com ributio n is e-;;\enti~l to developing the new 
design discipline to :t level of m.J tunty rhat has an accessible sr;lte 

of the an and :~llows ir to be learned, raught. and practiced o n :. 

larger !'cale. The work of the<;e people, and of m:~ny orhe r 



members of the H CI community, helps us lift our understanding 
from the subconscio us to the conscious level. It g ives us a state of 
the art to draw upon, so that our process begins with a fas t start. 

ELements of the Design Process 

WE CAN GENERALIZE the interactio n design process w ith these ten 

elements: constraints, synthesis, framing, ideation , envisioning, 

uncertain ty, selection , visualization, pro totyping, and evaluation. 

They will often be used in the same sequence, and repeated 

iteratively, but the most productive process is usually out of o rder; 

it can sometimes seem almost random. R emember that pinball 

m achine analogy. 

Constraints 

Understanding the relevant constraints starts the process. The 

constraints come from everywhere that matters to the projecr. 

The " State of the Art," the needs and wants of the users, their 

preconceptions , mental models and expectations, b rand 

awareness , func tional constraints, technology, environment , 

financial constraints, business constr;1ints, competitive analysis, 

conversa tions w ith relevant people, br iefing disc ussions, 

brainstorms, and on zmd on-everything that could be impo rtant . 

The constraints must be absorbed by the Sllbconscious mind of 

the designer or designers. If the context is complex, a design team 

is mo re likely to succeed than an individual, so the "shared mind" 

of the team will b e entrusted to absorb the information. 

Synthesis 

Synthesis occurs as the subconscious, shared mind of the design 

team (or the designer if the problem is simple) absorbs all of the 

relevant issues. The ability of the team members to synthesize 

ideas is an essen tial skill of design thinking. The ideas m ay be 

about design solutions or other elements in the process, such as a 

fram ework o r the nature of an experiment o r pro totype. The tacit 

The fastest progress toward a 

successful design will be made 

when these elements are used 

quickly and repeated 

frequently, but usually not 

in the same order! 
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The dark arrows show a general tendency towmdency toward a cyclical process, with the color coding £!{ 
the titles indicating activities of similar types.milar types. In real l[fe, as is illustrated by the project 
show11 in the green sequence, the patlem is COWltlem is complex and less orderly than a clockwise cycle. 



• An iterative 
process that 
tends to be 
cyclical but in 
practice is 
flexible and 
pragmatic 

understanding o f the constraints allows the subconscious 
background processing of info rmation to be happening all the 
time. T his background synthesis explains why people who work 
in design teams often come up with significant ideas without 
knowing where they come from. They say, "I had this idea last 
night," or "I suddenly realized as we were talking . .. ". Because it 
is subconscious, the element of synthesis is not usually mentioned 
in explicit descriptions of the creative design process. It is vital to 
success, however, and needs to be appreciated , planned fo r and 
enabled. A successful team will feel relaxed enough to synthesize 
well , but a stressful atmosphere can get in the w ay. 

Framing 

Framing articulates the synthesis simply enough for ideas to 
happen. A framework is in itself a form of synthesis, in that it 
clarifies the issues by applying insights that create the first level of 
order from the chaos o f all the constraints. It is no t a design idea 
but forms a way of thinking about and evaluating possible design 

ideas. Coming up with the right framework for a particular 
project is also a design process, involving many of the o ther 

elements described here. One proj ect may be best framed by a 
j ourney through the experience, another by a four quadrant 
analysis of people's attitudes, and another by a nested hierarchy of 
attributes. The diagram opposite is in itself an attempt to frame 

the design process, by showing both a generalized likelihood of a 
cyclical ite rative pattern and a specific example of a much more 
chaotic individual realiry. 

Ideation 

When the ideas start to arrive, they are not always great ideas, but 

they seem to the design team (or designer) to have an "Ah ha" 
qualiry when they are first thought of. There are multiple levels of 
design ideas, some of them encompassing the w hole context and 
others about tiny details. If a good framework is in place, it helps 
to position the pieces, but ideation happens throughout the 
process, not just between framing and envisioning. 
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Brainstorming can give a fast start to ideation and is often 
mos t use£L1l early o n, as the constraints are being shaken o ut. A 
typ ical brainstorm at IDEO has eight to ten participants, with one 

o r two exper ienced recorders, dubbed scribes, who record the 
ideas as they flow fi·om the group. Each session lasts about an 

hour, and 50 to 100 ideas are recorded. The conference rooms 

have the rules of brainstorming printed along the top of white 

boards, to remind everyone to defer judgement, encourage wild 

ideas, build o n the ideas of o thers, stay focused on the top1c, and 

to keep to one conversa tion at a time. 

Ideas can come at any time, often from unexpec ted 

directions. The cycle is often interrupted by a great idea, triggered 

by an other element in the process. If there is consensus amon g 

team members that a new idea has value, it is usually worth 

stepping back from the process and going back to flrst principles 

to help decide what to do next. A good idea can cause a process 

reset. 

Envisioning 

Ideas are like dreams until they are visualized into som e concrete 

representatio n . The representation can be any sort o f description 

of the design, w heth er visual or behavioral, o r a combination. You 

can use shortcuts w hen yo u are communicating to tea m members 

or peers, but there must be enough clarity in the representation 

that you know something of w hat the design is like. The journey 

from "head in the clo uds" to " feet on the earth" can be sudden 

and traumatic, as it is the envisioning process that helps yo u 

immediately see what the idea is really like. Self-delusion is no 

lo nger easy. 

Uncertainty 

D eep uncertainties are likely to follow e nvisio ning, o r 

visualization, o r prototyping for that matter, as you analyze the 

potential o f the solution. The design process is good at generating 

alternatives and making them realistic enough to evaluate in some 

way. Uncertainty is a necessary factor as a precursor to selection. 
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The subconscicsubconscious "shared mind" (or individual mind) is now busy 
synthesizing unesizing unanswered questions about the validity o f each of 
the alternative alternative ideas. Is it simple enough to understand~ Is it 

consistent withstent w ith what cam e before? Can it be made to work 
quickly~ There kly~ There are always plenty of uncertainties that are worth 

trying o ut. 

Selection :tion 

It is time to ch<time to choose. A manageable number of alternatives must be 

chosen to take en to take forward to the next step. When a creative team IS 

working well, King well, the re are nearly always too many good ideas, and 

you have to b have to be f1rm in choosing the most promising group, 

w itho ut feelingout feeling too bad about the need to reject the rest. Lively 

differences of rences of opinion and discussion are normal during th is 

process, unless ess, unless a clear leader is entrusted by the o rganization to 

take the decisic the decisions. 

Visualization alization 

The visualizatic visualization element is closely related to both envisJOmng 

and prototypinprototyping. It may be a small step from the representation 
envisioned earliioned earlier, or it may be taken a lot fu rther. The difference 

is that envisionitt envisioning im.plies a glimpse into the natu re of an idea, but 

visualizatio n is Llization is more complete as a representation; it should b 

convincing as .incing as a communication of the potential reality of the 

concept. visualiept. visualizatio n implies a representation that is perceived by 

the viewer as re> iewer as realistic but may at the same time be dysfu nctional. 

This is in contr is in contrast to a prototype, which always looks to test some 

aspect of functi:t of functionality. For screen-based experiences, sketches are 

often useful. Fa useful. For behaviors, some kind of script w ill be wanted. I 

use the word "he word "visualization" broadly, implying more possibilities 

than the merel) the merely visual. 

Prototyping Jtyping 

Prototyping is )typing is about testing any aspect of the way a design is 

expected to wccted to work. You can create a prototype that represents an 

idea that has btthat has been selected and visualized. Alternatively, you can 



test any uncertainty and come up w ith the simplest and quickest 
fo rm of proto type that will allow you to examine it, to decide 
whether to move forward with that aspec t of the idea, or to drop 
it and try another approach. As the iterative cycle o f development 
progresses, prototypes tend to get more holistic and inclusive. In 
the early stages yo u are looking for the roughest possible 

pro to type to help you clar ify an uncertainty, but as you approach 
the final result, the pro totype looks mo re and more like the 

intended des ign . The final pro to type before release fo r 

implementation is likely to include realistic in teractions, bo th fo r 
behavior and appearance, which can be tested fo r evaluatio n and 

approval. 

Evaluation 

ln practice, evaluation is needed many times during the 
development process. In the early iteratio ns, the choices can be 

made quickly by the team m embers themselves, or the captive 

" clients" who are assigned to the process. As the design matures, 

more complete prototypes are likely to be relevant, like the 

experience pro totypes or the live prototypes that we have talked 

about, in which case a mo re tho rough and structured user 

evaluation w ill be worthw hile. The results of the evaluation can 

form a new state of the art for the next attempt to create a good 

design , so the addition of the results to the package of co nstrain ts 

can trigger a new cycle o f design development. Wh en you are 

getting close to a good design, the evaluatio n process is mo re 

likely to yield mino r adjustments. By this time it is too late to go 

back to first principles, but evaluation still helps the design team 

avoid the pitfalls of narcissism. A good motto for designing 

interactions is to evaluate early, often , and as late as possible. 
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